
Get your pet used to the taste by regularly adding a little
pet toothpaste to their food  
  

Next, pop some pet toothpaste on your finger and
encourage your pet to sniff or lick it off  
   

Ease in to the new sensation by trying the brushing
motion with just a finger and some toothpaste
    

Now your pet’s ready for a proper toothbrush! Lift the
upper lip and use gentle, circular motions to brush the
teeth and gumline. 
   

Repeat with the lower lip and teeth. 

Pain or discomfort

Pawing at the mouth

Fractured or missing teeth

Red, inflamed gums (Gingivitis)

Tartar build up

Unpleasant smell  

Change in eating habits 

Change in mood 

YOUR GUIDE TO
 

Cleaning your

pet's teeth

Did you know...
of cats & dogs will experience some kind

of dental disease before they turn four.80%

Signs of dental disease

If you notice these signs, visit your vet

It’s a common misconception that if left alone, our pets’ dental health looks

after itself. Domestic pets live very different lives to animals in the wild, and

their teeth don’t experience the same kind of treatment. 

 

If your pet develops dental issues that aren’t treated properly, bacteria can

get into the bloodstream and affect vital organs.
 

Choosing not to brush your

pets teeth at home?
You can visit the vet for an annual ‘dental’.

This is a thorough clean, descale and polish,

and it’s done under general anaesthetic. 

This usually costs  £150 - £600 depending on

the amount of work required  

Brushing your pets teeth at home
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This is a general guide for cleaning your cat or dogs

teeth prepared by the Pet Active Life veterinary team. 
 

It’s a good idea to check in with your veterinary nurse

or pet groomer for a lesson first. 
 

Dogs, in particular, may need extra attention. Those

with pointy muzzles or small mouths are more

susceptible to dental issues, so we’d recommend

getting expert advice upfront.
 

Learn more at   

Top Tips
Never substitute pet toothpaste for

human. It contains flouride and can

be toxic to animals 

Be gentle! It’s important to clean your

pet’s teeth carefully to avoid distress 

Stay calm and have patience. Talk to

your pet in a soothing voice. 

Don’t just rely on vet dentals – clean

regularly in between for the best health

Use a pet toothbrush specifically

designed for their teeth, or try an

antibacterial tooth cleaner  

Introduce teeth cleaning from a young

age to help it become a part of their

routine 

Don’t give up! If  you haven't tried

cleaning your adult pets' teeth yet,

it’s not too late to start 
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